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Representation

Representation may be defined most usefully as a relation

between two persons, a representative and the represented . The

representative holds the authority to perform various actions that

incorporate the agreement of the represented . The relation is by

no means simple, since practically every type of human communication

and perception can be shown to be intrinsic in representation . The

relation is socio-psychological . Essentially subjective, it may

however be affected by numerous objective conditions and events .

Since representation is of social itterest as a concept

largely in the contexts of power--whether in government, church,

school, business or families--it may well be defined as a relation

of higher degree, on some basic scale that moves from non-relation

(or "bad" relation) to perfect or full relation . Thus an accord of

"X" degree has to be achieved before representation may be said to

exist, and below which A is said to be unrepresented by M .

The simplest index of the representation is a positive

answer that a person may give to the query ; "Do you feel represented

by M?"

What this degree of accord is to be is not standardized,

if only because the very parameters of the relation are unexplored.

When this writer and H .F . Gosnell attempted the task in 1940 (Cf .

Democracy : Threshold of Freedom (1947), it was plain that the

classical utterances on . representation (Cf . Edmund Burke, "Speech

to the Electors of Bristol" (1774), Works, Vol.II, p .12 ; John S . Mill,

Representative Government (1861) : Karl Loewenstein, VolkandParlament

nach der Staatstheoric der francosischen Nationalversammelund von 1789

(1922) ; Maude V . Clark, Medieval Representation and Consent (1936) ;

T. V. Smith, The Legislative Way of Life (1940), were woefully



perjorative, unsystematic, and superficial . Yet, as soon as the

thicket of representative relations was entered, progress became

slow. Obviously, representation must consist of unconscious as

well as conscious relations, expressive as well as sanctioned

actions, unknown as well as known actions . Else one falls into
as

the trap of regarding/determinative of the representative relation

only conscious, known, legislative behavior--parameters that are

more often missing than present in the setting about which the

scholar wishes to say "A is represented by M" . This rationalistic

fallacy has prevented generations 'of scholars of democracy from

coming to grips with problems of representation . (Alfred de Grazia,

Public and Republic (1949) .

Today, by contrast, the study goes forward . Eula, Wahlke

and Buchanan (John A . Wahlke, Heinz Eulan, William Buchanan, and

Leroy C . Ferguson, The Legislative SYstem (1962), managed to perform

the difficult task of fitting standardized inquiries of several sets

of U. S. State legislators into the real-life environment of repre-

sentation and attaching to the representative's

	

and perceptive

structures and functions a set of postures toward representation :

jhe empert role defines the ability and reputation of a member to the

work of the horse ; the purposive role includes the ritualist, tribune

who defends the people, and the broker who coordinates views and

people ; in the representarive role some legislators take up a trustee

posture toward their constituents, others a delegate one, and some

"politicos" are disposed to both in various ways ; finally, the areal

role denotes the tendency towards identifying with the elective

district on the one hand, and the whole-state on the other .

At the same time, Warren Miller and

	

?

undertook to question samples of the electorate

	

various

districts concerning thes
t
;e
e Congressmen [Fn to come .
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As they have exposed the facts of representation, recent studies have

also disclosed the materials upon which the long-argued ethics of

representation must rest . The question "Whom should a representative

represent?" can be answered in a more precise way, granted always

that one knows what he wishes to come out of the representative sys-

tem and action, expression, and

Despite the improvement in tesearch the connection of

representation in any setting or in society as a whole must

continue to be referred to'unprecisely l in absolute terms ("is"

or "is not" represented), or unprecise terms ("more representative than")

What would be required to improve the scientific situation? First of

all, a clear, scientific approach to the myth-shrouded concept is

required .

Believers in one set of democratic doctrines would be

considered to be deeply desirous of penetrating as rapidly as

possible into the representative relation . It is, after all, par

excellence . The democrat who subscribes to one or another factual

theory that abundant representative behavior occurs or can be made

to exist between an official and a considerable body of the con-

stituency . Should the relation not be explored?

Perhaps a taboo arises as the source of myth is approached .

At any rate, considering the wealth of empirical investigation in

human relations, it is odd and regrettable that so little work has

borne directly upon the doremest structural problem of democracy .

The state of knowledge of representation would be improved

if translation of concept and findings of other scientific fields

were made . Since representation is a psychological condition, there
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